Frosh choose VP and others

"The second freshman class elections will be Tuesday, October 18," said an Oakland Ogoneg, junior class vice-president, in charge of elections.

Offiers to be elected are: vice-president, secretary, senators, and dance committe representatives. Run off will be Wednesday, October 20.

Candidates for vice president are Justin Dettamanti, Haccardi; Anastasie Basnett, Bensons; Garret Biltia, Maclaurin; Barbara Thompson, Margaret Nance; and Diane Lowen, and Dianne Simon, Vicki Pearson are running for secretary. Run to be held in McReynolds and Thompson candidates from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Focus on public

Students map SCPIRG

Brent Barkley and Patil Kennedy, junior class representatives in South Carolina student leaders who want to help solve some of the state's pending problems, may to compete against Eastern University Thursday October 14.

In an effort to work within the existing educational and social system, students around campus will form a public interest research group, Wofford, Furman, Presbyterian, Clemson, College of Charleston, and the University of South Carolina and Winthrop were all represented.

Establishment of a statewide petition drive dominated the group.

Johana Mcldega, SGA president, commented, "I think that once the program is organized, it will be dynamic. PIRG has been a valuable source for improvement in other states and certainly South Carolina needs as many action groups as it can get."

Kathy Vail, Barkley and Mondesit attended an earlier organizational meeting at the USC law school and feel that people, as an associate or consultant for the project, have a chance to make the system and basically this is an effort to do so."

The first initiative came from Nader "to expand the public interest movement and provide another vehicle for students to work on industry and government."

"The public interest research group is also an educational program," said Mondesit, "since it will attempt to involve students working on their own specialties."

Activities Fees

A South Carolina Public Interest Research Group will operate as an environmental preservation and consumer protection. It will be financed by a one dollar increase in student activity fees. However, students

not wishing to "sign up in SCP!RG, a group will be willing to a full refund.

These fees will be used to hire a full-time staff of lawyers, scientists, environment experts and people trained in almost every problem that affects the society as a whole.

The staff will be directed by a regional board of student directors elected from similar boards set up in individual campuses.

Students will be able to vote in a campus-wide referendum on whether student fees would be increased. The next step will be to gain student legislative support and Board of Trustees approval.

Trustee approval

As for the concern about Trustees approval, English pointed out, "for a long time Trustees and politicians have emphasized working through the system and basically this is an effort to do so."

The last initiative came from Nader "to expand the public interest movement and provide another vehicle for students to work on industry and government."

"The public interest research group is also an educational program," said Mondesit, "since it will attempt to involve students working on their own specialties."

Each participating campus will be represented by a local board elected from students on that campus, in turn, the local boards will elect a State Board of Directors.

The Board of Directors will adopt directives which specify issues of concern within the general public interest of the state of South Carolina, and which will fulfill the organization's position on those issues. These directives will serve the purposes for which the group is organized and will provide the basis for the work of the student chapters.

These bills must pass Family-Student Senate Committee and be signed by President Davis before enactment.

Two recommendations to the Administration and the Board of Trustees concerning the drinking policy on campus were passed. One recommends that the privileges accorded to students by South Carolina state laws be extended to Winthrop students.

The second recommendation concerns extending to students the privileges of eating and consuming beer in the Winthrop canteen.

Third reading was given to bills signed by President Davis. These bills included revision of the sign-out procedure, the length of time, and the elimination of the parent permission violations from the judicial Board offenses.

These bills must be open in McReynolds and Thompson candidates from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Senates passes bill

for frosh self-reg.

The third regular meeting of the Senate was held on October 13.

Senate business included second reading and passage of bills extending the privileges of self-expediting hours to second semester freshmen with parental permission and allowing freshmen to stay on campus only one weekend after the beginning of the semester. A bill restricting and clarifying the guest policy was also passag by Senate. It states that a non-student may be denied visiting privileges if the campus hospitality is abused, and that the student is still subject to disciplinary action while in another dorm.

Another clarification is that all parents—students and non-students must be signed into the host dorm.

Patten and Warwick perform
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Paperback committee revamped

The Paperback Selection Committee, formally called the President's Committee to Vitalize the College Store on the Internet, which was established last year, has been revamped this year.

Previously the committee was composed mainly of faculty and was attended by students; the committee had no real role in the selection of paperbacks for the College Store.

This year, however, the committee is composed completely of students. It is a student-run committee, according to the administration in the selection of titles.

Chairperson, Kathy Dinges, Elizabeth Nithin, and Ann Owens are committee members, with Don Phelps serving as chairman.

"The project is being held for a new way to increase the quality of books ordered by the College Store," states Dinges. "We don't want most of these books to be foreign, so people can find just anything," she comments on the need for books ordered by the College Store. "It's more than just books, we are going to try to get the correct grade reading level."

These books are often for pleasure reading, not particularly for classes. Yet this is the reason the committee urges any student interested even in one specific area of study to suggest it for the store.

"The committee has been suggested," says Owens. "And we do want student suggestions. We have to read them. We are surprisingly good. We are also seeking faculty recommendations for special interest books."

"We are not holding for it to increase the quality of books ordered by the College Store. We are going to try to increase the strength of these needed sections," she notes. While the goal of the project is to increase the quality of books available at the College Store, it is also to provide students with a selection of books that are relevant to their interests.

The cost of these paperbacks will not exceed $2.50. As the cost per book is not above $2.50, it will be more affordable to students.

Suggestion boxes are to be placed near the bulletin board in the Student Center. For this purpose, the administration in the selection of titles is seeking recommendations for special interest books.

New clinic fights weight

The Weight Loss Clinic held its organizational meeting last week in the Student Center. The meeting was attended by 20 members of the Administrative Board, including Dr. Jack Boger and Dr. John Eells, who are interested in fitting students with new programs of diet and exercise.

There are no member-ship fees or contracts of the clinic will be held once every two weeks. The day and time of the meetings will be announced, and students are welcome to join either one.

The program was begun, said Dr. Eells, "to provide a program which is designed to assist students in losing weight."

Suggestion boxes are to be placed near the bulletin board in the Student Center. For this purpose, the administration is seeking recommendations for special interest books.
Take-off on Landers

"Know thyself" via TJ

Recently in newspapers all across the country Ann Landers reprinted her famous "Know Thyself" Questionnaire.

According to Miss Landers at least 5,000 kids had asked for the rerun of the test quite since it appeared. She happily reprinted the test, which was supplied to her by a Memphis teenager for all those who were too young 16 years-old the first time around.

The test itself asked such questions as: Ever been blacked? Ever parked more than an hour? Ever picked up a person you never saw before? Have you gone all the way? Do you smoke plain cigarettes?

Ever passed out from drinking?

In scoring your answers you fall into one of eight categories: queer or something, pure as the driven snow, passionate but prudent, normal and decent, indecent, headed for terrible things, or condemned.

Taking into consideration that at least 5,000 kids wrote Miss Landers and remembering that we ourselves filled out the dumb quizzes our freshman year in high school, we decided that there must be something to this questionnaire idea.

So, assuming you dig quizzes or the sort, we came up with a questionnaire designed for the Winthrop student.

What kind of student are you?

Last week you:
Cut class 1-5 times
Cut class more than five times
Cut a quiz
Sleep through the entire week
Cut class
Stayed up all night smoking dope
Get drunk and stoned
Tried and
Watched all the test horror flicks
Watched two or more soap operas on the tube
Played cards (bridge, hearts or poker)
Made it with your guy
Made it with both of your guys
Punched an ex
Went to a football game
Went to a Clemson or Carolina game
Went crosswords in class
Received brownie points from prof
Parked illegally
Got a ticket for illegal parking
Copped the college store, SAGA, or the college
Remembered your umbrella
Went three days without a change of underwear
Wanted your jeans
Changed your sheets
Cut badly at school class
Studied

SCORE CARD
94-100-Non-student
85-93-Freshman and/or1010
76-84-Freshman and/or10010
65-75-Everyone in moderation makes a dull student
55-64-Getting her nose together
50-54-Campus politician
35-49-Labor science minor
30-34-Freshman
25-29-Member of the Campus Crusade for Christ
0-19-Member at the campus Crusade for Christ

Should you dress like the kind of guy you wouldn’t go out with?

If a girl saw a guy dressed in torn, dirty clothes, she’d think he looked seedy, sloppy and suspicious. And yet, if she wore the same clothes herself, she’d think she looked casual, comfortable and maybe even chic. Which goes to prove that people only see what they want to see.

At The Smart Shop, we can’t see that at all. We think that a person can dress to please themselves and at the same time, please others.

To make it easy to do that, we carry thousands of fashions, for every age and every occasion. And we sell them at prices everyone can afford.

So if a girl persists in dressing like a guy she wouldn’t go out with, she’ll only have herself to blame. Because the guy she does want to go out with may not want to go out with her.
Hair styles make the man

By Donna Davis

"Doh blur" testing has been recognized as one way to interpret personality, but consider before it was created by Swiss psychologist Rorschach, one could get an idea of a man's hair from merely looking at his hair.

Today's long hair would have pleased the Biblical patriarchs—they expected long, flowing locks with masculinity. To "make baldness upon the head" was a sign of deep mourning among the ancient Hebrews, Creweans could have horrified them—much as they do many Winthrop students.

Many other cultures have had manners of dressing their hair that vary according to race, occupation, American Indians filled their hair with bear grease, while Japanese samurai applied special lacquer to their hair. American Indian tribes consider short hair a badge or manhood, white primordial Celts and Germanic tribes cut their hair to show their coming to manhood.

The Church fathers, among the ancient Hebrews, the Mohammedans, and the ancient Greeks and Romans, considered short hair a badge of discrimination reserved for staves, thieves, and war captives. The ancient Hebrews, the Romans, the Mohammedans, and the ancient Greeks and Romans, considered short hair a badge of discrimination reserved for staves, thieves, and war captives. The ancient Hebrews, the Mohammedans, and the ancient Greeks and Romans, considered short hair a badge of discrimination reserved for staves, thieves, and war captives. The ancient Hebrews, the Mohammedans, and the ancient Greeks and Romans, considered short hair a badge of discrimination reserved for staves, thieves, and war captives. The ancient Hebrews, the Mohammedans, and the ancient Greeks and Romans, considered short hair a badge of discrimination reserved for staves, thieves, and war captives. The ancient Hebrews, the Mohammedans, and the ancient Greeks and Romans, considered short hair a badge of discrimination reserved for staves, thieves, and war captives. The ancient Hebrews, the Mohammedans, and the ancient Greeks and Romans, considered short hair a badge of discrimination reserved for staves, thieves, and war captives.

In Egypt, men wore their hair long, but the hot-rodgers always combed their hair back in ponytails, while the surfers let their hair grow down.

Hair today seems to be the fighting flag in a new type of class war.

The first of the most recent hair fashions was in California, but they were not hippies but surfers and hot-rodgers.

Both groups wore their hair long, but the hot-rodgers always combed their hair back in ponytails, while the surfers let their hair grow down.

The surfers were mainly middle-class. The hot-rodgers, the "greasers," were almost exclusively working class. It was status. The dividing line was whether one's hair was combed or not,

The long and the short of it

Today's student radicals and hippies, like the surfers before them, wear their hair combed down or shaggy and themselves in a "white Afro" style. The working class men often wear long hair themselves—but always combed back.

Combined with their poor-boy clothes—which are often expensive—the middle class youth's hair makes the working class youth feel as if he is different. If he is different, he is different because he is different from the rich kids who are calling their noses at them, as if they are being told that the working man's new influence will be generationally different, his yearnings for middle class status, are nothing but a stab's seductions. The status symbol of middle class youth, working class hasn't been changed; it has only been deepened. But the symbolism has been reversed—instead of surfers vs. greasers it is now hippies vs. short hairs.

It seems these two undeniably men disagree on more than hair styles. (Photo by Bryan McIlravy)
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**INTERVIEWER:** Why did you do these interviews?  
**PATTON:** They need a shoulder. Do not let your parents find out from someone else. The girls used to ask me, even though they sort of approve of what you do, they love you. Don't pay any attention to what they first say. Then sit down and talk.

**INTERVIEWER:** Why do you think the girls become pregnant?  
**PATTON:** There are usually two reasons to get pregnant—ignorance or irresponsibility. A large number of the girls on campus are ignorant of the facts. If I can help the ignorant, I want to. The campus needs more information and I hope to help get it to them. There is no excuse for you to get pregnant now. "NO!" Is the best oral birth control.

**INTERVIEWER:** What does a pregnant student need?  
**PATTON:** She needs someone to talk to. Long-term illnesses are referred. I will talk to girls when they say they have taken care of other patients.

**INTERVIEWER:** Is a pregnancy test available at the infirmary?  
**PATTON:** We have had tests--to have the baby, then I give them the test. It lasts only two minutes and can be accomplished in the infirmary. Although it (the test) can detect pregnancy ten days after gestation, it is often weak that soon. By the time most girls come over here, however, they are usually two or three months pregnant, and I can tell by a physical examination.

**INTERVIEWER:** Who is informed that the girl is pregnant?  
**PATTON:** Only the infirmary technician and I know. I usually do not write it down. The school does not know.

**INTERVIEWER:** What do you tell these girls?  
**PATTON:** I consider their children. I tell them they are pregnant, then I give them the technicians--to the physician--to the hospital, to get married, or to remain unmarried and have the baby.

**INTERVIEWER:** How many girls come over here because of pregnancy?  
**PATTON:** We have had many over here this year—more than the entire last year.

**INTERVIEWER:** How many girls do you estimate come to you because of pregnancy?  
**PATTON:** Around 200.

**INTERVIEWER:** Who is informed of services at the infirmary?  
**PATTON:** They have gotten the same they get in my office. I work here on a set salary, no matter how many students I see. I cannot ask for more. When something comes up we talk with the nurses only.

**INTERVIEWER:** Do you think birth control can be or should be distributed by the infirmary?  
**PATTON:** If sanctioned by the college, I don't care, but we would run into trouble. There is a moral question involved. If I prescribe birth control in an unmarried girl, I sanction pre-marital intercourse. I think it would be far easier and simpler for girls to go to the drug store.

**INTERVIEWER:** How do you feel about counseling?  
**PATTON:** As a health practitioner, I am mainly a counselor. I have to arrange it, though, here at Westminster. Obviously I can't talk to 3,000 students. My job is to keep you functioning as a student. Of course, I mean for short-term, not long-term illnesses.
Dear Editor,

I am beginning to wonder if anyone on this campus cares about anything. Oh, I know everyone is concerned about where they are going next week but, everyone is concerned about where they are going next week. I must admit sometimes I have never before seen so many self-centered students. There are over 184,000 people asleep—too and over in the state of South Carolina—and over 11.5 million newly eligible voters, a new influence which is destined to effect a change for the better by making their intelligence, motivation and concern felt.

As products of mass education and instant communication, we are eminently qualified to vote; we are among the best educated, the most widely informed, and the most aware generation in the history of our country.

We are qualified, but are we concerned? Certainly in forming grass-root groups to fight pollution, cleaning up slums, starting drug education programs, and teaching in the ghettos. Now we have another powerful means of turning our ideas into action—the vote.

But the registration boards are not coming to us; during mid-semester break this week it will be our responsibility to take the first step.

Registration requirements in South Carolina include residing in S. C., for at least six months, in the county for at least three months and the voting precinct for at least 30 days prior to any election. If you are newly enfranchised, or if you are 17 now and will be 18 in 72, find out where and how to register when you go home.

Eleven million additional voters might have made a big difference in 1960, where John F. Kennedy was barely elected President with 49.71 per cent of the popular vote to Richard Nixon's 49.55. Consider also in 1964, when Nixon received 43.16 per cent to Humphrey's 42.73.

The pollsters are predicting that 1972 will be another close election. New voters can swing it one way or another if we exercise our franchise.

As Ramsey Clark, former U. S. Attorney General, said, "All of us are looking for immediate achievement goals. Well, here is one for every young man and young woman in America. Find 20 or 30 eighteen-to-twenty-one-year-olds and persuade them to register and vote. If you fail to do this, I think the next election may be the most important in our history."
Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor,

We would like to make a complaint to the TJ staff for their lack of cooperation with the Whthrop Recreational Association. WRA is currently sponsoring Karate lessons for all students. Before the program began, a lengthy article was written for the TJ to inform the students of the upcoming lessons and their purpose. The article was cut down to one paragraph and stuck with the "Neue Briefs." Two weeks ago another article was written on karate for the TJ. We were satisfied with the article, as well as a Karate advertisement and an article on WRA, which would have appeared in the TJ, had the new rules been followed. We are now in full swing with the Karate program, but sadly enough, there hasn't been one word about it in the TJ. Before WRA decided to pay most of the bill, the cost would have been $10 per person for 5 lessons. With WRA's help it now costs only 25¢ per week for the student. WRA is obviously losing money on this venture, but that is the least of our worries. Our main concern now is the possibility of losing our Karate instructor. If not enough students show up, the instuctor could get discouraged and the program would be cancelled.

Sue Finnie

Original guest policy no longer effective

Dear Editor,

As I understand it, the guest policy was passed because the idea of a "friendly" guest "sneaking" into a friend's living with a smile. The rules were passed to protect the privacy of the resident and their roommates and to stop free for all" parties. It is now being misinterpreted particularly when the "free for all" parties are stopped. While I was passing the halls last night, I was confronted with students and their guests even when I pressed the clock. These rules were made by the student body for the benefit of the student body. The rules are being misinterpreted. For instance, a student had guests over on a Thursday night, and the guests were here until 1:00 a.m. The student then went to the union and I was not allowed in because he was still with his friends. It is now being misinterpreted that the student is being allowed to stay out longer than he is allowed. This is not the case.

Sue Ann M. Breazeale

Mr. President, This is Harry...

By Steve Harvey

(Chas Miller photo)

Not as long ago as this girl got caught in a long space on a swing set. While in the swing set, "swing set" was the most active period for the girl. She swung for a long time, but never really realized that a continuation of this activity was to be continued. The girl became tired and eventually fell from the swing set. She was then taken to the hospital where she received the appropriate care. The girl was then released from the hospital and returned home.

Claudia Bissell

We were recently approached by a student who was living in the dormitory. She asked us about the new policy and we explained that it was being enforced. She then asked if there was anything else we could do to help her. We explained that we were unable to do anything because the policy was being enforced. She then asked if there was anything else we could do to help her. We explained that we were unable to do anything because the policy was being enforced.

Joyce Poston, junior

JOHNNIE, I think it's real good. My only criticism is the light. It is only 12:00. I wish they would play popular music until 12:00.

Debbie Beek, sophomore

Joel Wicker: I don't listen to it that much, but it's pretty good. They have some good programs every now and then, but I think that they should have some other things.

Sue Austin, sophomore

JOANNE, I see it. I wish to hear it. And I wish they would play popular music for a longer time.

Janet Rice, junior

Claudia Bessey, freshman

Claudia Bessey: I don't really like it. They have been anything but 64 and that's all there is.

Sue Austin

Mr. President, this is Harry...

By Steve Harvey

(Chas Miller photo)
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 Shoot the piano player

French director François Truffaut's film "Shoot the Piano Player" (1960) will be shown in Byrnes October 25 at 8 p.m. The film is a parody of gangster films, prefacing "Bonnie and Clyde" about an ex-concert pianist who is pursued by hoodlums. It is a combination of a tragedy, a comedy, and a melodrama about Charlie (Charles Aznavour), a hooker-tied pianist in a cheap café in Paris, Charlie, a meek and girlish guy, once had a promising career which was abruptly cut short by the accidental death of his wife. He wishes to be left in peace, but falls in love with a waitress interested in recapturing golden times with him. An intense scene is played in an open window as the traffic noises and sounds of Paris beam in. But Charlie cannot fall in love because his older brothers, a guy and casual gangsters, forbade him in their criminal adventures and escapades.

The timid pianist is frightened of violence, but seems to be constantly drawn into it. He himself is directly and indirectly responsible for several violent deaths, a crushing tragedy results, leaving permanent effects.

The film is very gloomy, but somehow terribly funny with its Keystone Chases and photographic pans. "Shoot the piano Player" is delightfully moving.

Graham retires

Willie Graham, a junior at Winthrop, is retiring this year after 42 years of service which included the role of chamber to such people as Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, R.B. Ital- thorn (a famous radio announcer of W.W. III), and many groups of international students.

Graham arrived at Winthrop at the age of seventeen in April of 1929 when Dr. Kinard was president. He later worked under Dr. Sims and served as his personal chamber for fifteen years.

The grandly dressed black-gowned musician was hesitant to talk about himself at first, but showed an amazing knowledge of the Winthrop College era.

"Only two policemen, two mothers, two clerical men and 19 yard men made up the help on campus in 1929 compared to 38 custodians now," said Graham.

"Although I have worked on the grounds and in other buildings, I now work in the bookstore. With a slight twinkle in his eye, he quickly added, "I don't bear the marks and they don't boss me. We all work together. That's the best way to get the work done."

Graham's duties have varied widely these 42 years. He remembers guiding the horses that pulled the lawn mower across the grounds and working over-time in Byrnes for the first Classes' Night without extra pay. He often made arrangements for transporting Winthrop girls to the shrub as well as chauffeuring important people to and from the Charlotte Airport.

In the basic care of the grounds, Willie recounts specking leaves for fertilizer where Jack Wolford and Mohiakooen now stand, "We stacked the leaves in the fall to make fertilizer for the spring," he said.

Graham's pay has increased greatly from his starting salary many years ago. "I made $25 a week with no overtime at first and now I make approximately $150 every two weeks plus overtime pay," perhaps this vast difference in wages exemplifies the great changes at W.C., that Graham has seen over the years. Graham hasn't changed, however. As the Public Relations people commented, "Everybody knows Willie. He's always around to help. He never changes."

Yet, Willie doesn't look at himself as a man who has had a part in Winthrop's growth. Humbly he concluded, "I never told anyone I could work, just that I could try and I've been trying ever since."

Time For A Study Break?

Make it a BUD n Break. Join BUD n Man and his Buddy, Mighty Malt, for a break that's really worthwhile. Enjoy Budweiser n and Budweiser n malt liquor.

P.S. You'll study more so you can take more breaks.
YARC successful

The York County Association for Retarded Children met Tuesday, October 12, and held the annual meeting.


Mr. Toliver said, "I have never met twenty-seventeen more enthusiastic girls who are willing to work as a team for the underprivileged children."

The first project of the association is to take children to the state library and the meeting was set for Monday, October 20.

The first meeting of YARC is Tuesday, September 5 at 250 Gibbard St, from 7:30-9:30 p.m. Toliver said, I only hope we can get over 100 persons.

A booth association joined with similar groups across the state to form the South Carolina Youth Association for Retarded Children.

All interested young people over the age of twenty-five who are willing to work their spare time doing something worthwhile for their community are encouraged to attend the meeting.

SCYARC will have a project Tetley held October 10 and 11th in Columbia. At the meeting on October 13 will be held at the Russell Athletic Field. The meeting is open to all teachers, special education members, and interested in the mentally retarded child.

Catherine Scroggins, President of CEC South Carolina, said that the interest of the mentally retarded child is open to everyone but the special education teacher as a member of the public is a year's worth of publications from the national council of CEC which will be of interest to all teachers.

At the meeting, the meeting, "Why Billy Can't Learn," was conducted by the handicapped child and the idea that education should be given to the mentally retarded child.

At the meeting, the meeting, "Why Billy Can't Learn," was conducted by the handicapped child and the idea that education should be given to the mentally retarded child.

Calendar changes

Several changes in the schedule of the THE JOHNSONIAN have been announced by Dr. Wallace, Director. The schedule for Tuesday, October 5 and Thursday, October 15 have been deleted.

Add to the calendar has been added for Tuesday, October 5 and Thursday, October 15 have been deleted.

Now 325 students speak to computers

There’s been a breakthrough in computer science student at Winthrop in the last two years.

Students who are learning "about the computer language have grown from 25 students in 1970 to 95 students this fall, according to Dr. Richard S. Wallace, Dean of Winthrop's School of Business Administration.

By stressing the computer language with business administration students scheduled for this fall, these students are acquiring bookkeeping skills and eliminating the mystery of the computer.

Winthrop offers four computer science courses, but these worthwhile courses at their college and 20 schools. Most of them feel that some small computer courses are not sufficient enough to learn the language requirements at the college level.

Bradon, Truedale enter art exhibit

A Winthrop College student and a recent graduate have worked in the second annual Fall Rally of the South Carolina Student Home Economics Association at Winthrop College on October 16. Students, professors, and guests will focus their attention on the theme, "Support CON geh to the Forgotten One.""Winthrop students and students in the state share their interest in the theme. A senior, serves as reporter, "What makes the computer tick," Ann Wagner, is an illustrator.

Schedule of events for Fall Rally will embrace the dissemination of the home economist possible to the West Virginia College.

Speakers will encompass a variety of projects-Miss Mary Diane Bohland, Winthrop State, South Carolina State, and Mary Diane, Williamsville, Mrs. Anna, Jane Kimbrell, Day School art exhibit.

Tuba Hayashi, volunteer, will play the Tuba Hayashi Banjo Concert Series on Monday, October 20. The concert will be at 7 p.m. in Byrnes Auditorium. Ms. Hayashi, chairman of the arts department of the New England Conservatory of Music in Boston, will perform a solo on a "Vio Creative," by Da Grigno, the Prelude and Fugue in Jazz, an arrangement by Dale, "Opus 11," by Marcel Due, and "Ad es, ad sonantes umdum," by Franz Liszt.

The program will also include "5500" by Shoko Isoda, the prize winning composition for Shoko Isoda, The Prize winner of the Shoko Isoda Competition. The work is a nine year old from Japan. This competition was held in Tokyo.

Miss Hayashi, native of Japan, and a graduate of Tokyo Conservatory, received the bachelor and master of music degree and an Artistic diploma from the East Coast Conservatory. Since completing her studies, she has been a member of the Conservatory’s faculty. This is her third year as chairman of the department.

Ms. Hayashi has performed in this country, appearing in several concert programs associated with the American Guild of Organists and the Organ Ensemble of Chicago. A former organist for the Japanese NIKY Symphony, she gave the dedicatory concert for a new organ at the International Christian University of Japan.

She has also appeared as a concert organist in Europe and Japan.

SPECIAL OFFER! $1.00 off on any large pizza with presentation of the PIZZA BUCK

OFFER GOOD EXCEPT ON TUES, NITE

OFFER VOID OCTOBER 15, 1971

PIZZA HUT

OPEN Monday-Thurs., 11:30 a.m.-12:00 Mtd.
Friday-Sat., 11:30 a.m.-1:00 a.m.
Sunday 11:30 a.m.-11:00 p.m.

C Sherry Road

ROCK HILL

All you can eat for $1.35

Don't forget TUES. NITE

SMORGAS BOARD

THE JOHNSONIAN
The Johnsonian

SPORTS

Sports day draws 5 teams

Winthrop College played host this past weekend to five visiting teams at the WRA-sponsored Hockey Sportsday. The Sporitdate is held here annually. Teams participating this year were Catawba, Appalachian, Coker, Furman, and Winthrop.

Catawba defeated Winthrop 6-8 on Friday, but WC went down with a fight. A display of team cooperation put Winthrop on top Saturday when they beat Furman 5-3. In that game two goals were scored by Fredman Jace Oborla and one was scored by Paul Aleen. Winthrop's record now stands at 2 wins and 3 losses.

In other Sporitdate games, Catawba defeated Appalachian, Coker beat Converse, Appalachian down Converse and Furman triumphed over Coker.

Along with the games, an officials clinic was sponsored by the Deep South Field Hockey Association. The principle of this clinic was to train and evaluate prospective officials. After passing a written and practical test, members of this past weekend's five state-awarded rating as officials.

Flag football - a W. C. first

Each dorm will sponsor a team which will compete for the campus championship. Sign-ups are in the rooms of the dorm chairmen.

Informed games were held Monday, Oct. 11, and Wednesday, Oct. 13; 15-9, 15-3 (Winthrop)

The Championship games on November 22 will be between the north and south campus winners.

Scheduled games for the rest of the season include:

WC v. ASU 15-11, 15-5; (Winthrop)
WC v. Coker 15-6, 15-4; (Winthrop)
WC v. USC 15-9, 15-7; (Winthrop)
WC v. Furman 15-11, 15-3; (Winthrop)
WC v. Coker 15-6, 15-4; (Winthrop)
WC v. USC 15-6, 15-4; (Winthrop)
WC v. Coker 15-9, 15-7; (Winthrop)
WC v. ASU 15-11, 15-3; (Winthrop)
WC v. USC 15-6, 15-4; (Winthrop)
WC v. Coker 15-9, 15-7; (Winthrop)
WC v. ASU 15-11, 15-3; (Winthrop)

Spikers are undefeated

The Winthrop College volleyball team sports an undefeated record so far this season. Their record consists of 5 wins and no losses. Team members for this season are Millie Keeter, Je нед Dawson, Dorre Kinard, Kathy Culen, Betty Crocker, Peggy Lewis, Elaine Moulthrop, Paula Bagby, Trish Howell and Terry Schulman.

Their match is E. J. Howard, who said that she is very pleased with their performance this season.

Scheduled games for the rest of the season include matches at UNC-G and High Point in Greensboro on Oct. 15, 19, at 7 p.m.; a home tournament Oct. 26 with Coker and UNC-G 4:30, the South Carolina State Tournament Oct. 29 and 30, and East Tennessee State Tournament on Nov. 5 and 6; a Coker and USC match at Coker on Nov. 19 and the Wilson State University Tournament on Nov. 13.

Here is a breakdown of Winthrop's winning streak:

WC v. ASU 15-6, 15-3; (Winthrop)
WC v. Coker 15-9, 15-7; (Winthrop)
WC v. USC 15-11, 15-3; (Winthrop)
WC v. Coker 15-9, 15-7; (Winthrop)
WC v. USC 15-11, 15-3; (Winthrop)
WC v. Coker 15-9, 15-7; (Winthrop)
WC v. USC 15-11, 15-3; (Winthrop)

Flag football at the Johnsonian

For the first time at Winthrop College, WRA offers flag football.

Victory! This unidentified team celebrates its victory in one of the preliminary games at Hockey Sportsday. (Australia Sullivan photo)

For the University of South Carolina's basketball games, WRA will sponsor a team which will compete for the campus championship. Sign-ups are in the rooms of the dorm chairmen. Informed games were held Monday, Oct. 11, and Wednesday, Oct. 13; 15-9, 15-3 (Winthrop)
Reynolds raps about 714, Shakespeare, and others...

Q. Could you explain what's going on in Theater 714, the purpose, the appeal?
A. We're doing a whole fall season and we have a showcase for all tied ideas, something new and exciting in the fall season.

Q. Okay. "A Midsummer Night's Dream" is coming up November 15 right? A lot of people expect you to change plays around, like making "Oedipus Rex" silly or using heroine stereotypes in "A Tale of Two Cities." So they are probably thinking, do you ever experiment and let the audience see plays that they haven't seen before? Or is there a chance that people expect you to change Shakespeare?
A. I know that Shakespeare had boys in dreamscapes playing the women's parts. I'm not doing that. I've got men playing men and women playing women, which makes sense. Shakespeare put his actors in contemporary dress by and large; Lady Macbeth was dressed like the Queen. I'm putting my cast in 20th century dress—but placating modern sensibilities which are most historical boxing. As for the lines, the language is formal but the spirit should be free. In DREAM, you've got a Greek story, modern dress, a medieval fairy-tale and contemporary English law comedies. It's very difficult, but I'm trying to make it suggestive of all.

Q. What about the "fairies" aspect of DREAM?
A. People seem to think of DREAM as a dopy children's fairy tale. It's actually quite serious and thrilling on one level. This is a fairy misadventure. They're not fairies! They're called fairies because they are spirits. The spirits are the imagination of people—especially people in love. The actors are people, magical people.

Q. What makes a person see something like DREAM?
A. I think that things from the New Age and Orient seem ancient and magical. Mostly it's free movement, outgoing spirits, the magic of human beings—happiness, warmth, vibrations. The magic is Nature—that you can fall in love, Spring will come. It's probably the whole point of the play.

Q. Could you answer that and what's your approach to theater?
A. I'm going to draw out what Shakespeare intended not add what's not there. I'm trying to do it the way Shakespeare wanted it done—it's in the lines.

But I want the audience to take the story seriously even if the play is a comedy. I've got this teenage baby, Hermia, whose father is an authoritarian type trying to make her marry Demetrius, and willing to send her to a nunnery or have her executed if she doesn't. This is a serious, relevant, common situation. A lot of parents are into this dictatorial role, "go do what I say, don't give me a penny!" Or be a doctor, go to law school. The story is believable. I'm trying to put forth this basic, widespread situation in which Shakespeare is writing about.

We find laughter in Blagoje's Slaughters in "A Midsummer Night's Dream." We can find laughter in Shakespeare's comedies finding the nature of Nature, the natural impulses—such as having somebody instead of having everyone—his out.

Q. Could you give us some ideas about your Spring plan?
A. We're tentatively scheduled our original musical—subject to College—It's a Happy Meal with a pretty girl, lovely costumes, Tony Scott, Tricia Nixon's wedding gown and many other things about love. Do you want to know the title? It's called "Romantiperry's Guide to Health, Happiness and Welfare for Men, Women and Other People."

Q. Okay! How for a nice broad, general question to wind up with—could you comment on how to direct, or believe something you can't be the audience over the head.
A. Good idea! The audience participates. By Bruce Smith. It's called "Hello, Doily" for the next ten years.

James Parrish's Flowerland

Interviewed by Harriet McLeod

Book & Key initiates seniors

New members of Book and Key, a senior scholaristic honor society at Winthrop College were announced recently.

Book and Key, established at Winthrop in 1937, is the oldest honor society in the liberal arts. Officers are selected on the basis of scholarship and leadership.

New Initiates are Susan C. Adams, Biology major from Rock Hill, Barbara Girdler, Biology major from Union, Trudl L. Blackwell, Biology major from Rock Hill, Carol Ellis Burrage, English major from Sharon, Mrs. Myrna C. Caldwell, English major from Rock Hill, and Mary Margaret Culver, English major from Orangeburg.

Albert L. Davis, English major from Amherst, J. R. Eddleman, Computer Science major from Rock Hill, Emily P. Foe, English major from Fort Mill, Harriet Hartwig, Psychology major from Columbia, Edith S. hates, French major from Fort Hill, Susan L. Lambert, Biology major from Lancaster, and Mary Robbins, History major from Chester. Other Initiates were Elizabeth Ann Robinson, English major from Clover, Gay H. Stewart, Computer Science major from Newberry, Mrs. Donald B. Schow, Biology major from Chester, Emily L. White, Math major from Pelion, Mrs. Constance L. Mitchell, Art major from Rock Hill and Patricia J. Barber, Elementary education major from Rock Hill.

Book and Key officers for 1971-72 are Trudl L. Blackwell, president; Carol Ellis Burrage, vice-president; and Rebecca Loue Perritt, secretary-treasurer.

Help for riders

S.C.A. will designate office space especially for the purpose of aiding traveling students.

A future objective of the Committee is to organize a bus trip to Charleston every Saturday morning. The bus would be scheduled to return to the campus during last afternoon.

Good idea said that in future the Committee plans to organize weekend ski trips to Boone and other major trips.

Membership:
1 yr. $1.00 must present your I.D. to purchase your membership.

Cherry Road

Cut out and present at door
Good October 19th and 20th

INTRODUCTORY PASS
A DMIT SINGLE OR COUPLE

FACTORY SHOE OUTLET
10% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS WITH I.D. CARDS
930-600 DAILY
LATEST STYLES IN
BRAND NAMES........... AT DISCOUNT PRICES!
CLOSLED TUESDAYS
WC delegation will push women's package

A package of bills, involving women, directly and indirectly, will be the Winthrop delegation's emphasis at the South Carolina State Student Legislature, November 12-15.

Vesia Burke, chairman of the WC delegation, said that the delegates are still researching their bills, "If we can iron out the problems, I think that the delegates will get a good reception at the legislature.

Two more sophomore and two freshman members have just been added to the delegation. Vicky Hall and Linda Loy are the sophomore members and Janet Joyce and Susan Johnson are freshman members.

Most of the delegates seem to be enthusiastic about their individual bills and the entire package idea. Junior delegate, Linda Hubbard commented, "I think we can be more effective with a package than taking different unraveled bills. We'll also know more about each other's bills."

Another junior delegate, Kathy Rowe, thinks these bills will show that "we're not hares who just want advantages, but want equal opportunities for women as well as for men." She added, "I feel that the package will be considered seriously in Columbia."

The delegates have called their efforts a women's bill package — women's lib in a broad sense. "the package ought to have added impact coming from a woman's school," said Joyce Poston.

'Women's package' will get a hearing this summer. Joyce Poston and Linda Loy, acting as a committee, are planning an abortion bill much like that of New York. This would be a religiousization of South Carolina's present law which permits abortion only to protect the mental or physical health of the mother or in cases of rape or incest. Their bill would legalize abortion until the 24th week of pregnancy, eliminating doctors' consents and a 21-day residency requirement.

Beverly Cooper and Kathy Rowe have outlined their bill. With its passage, marriage laws would be stricter, and divorce for childless couples would be less time-consuming and less expensive. Rowe explained that they will probably incorporate a waiting period requirement for marriage. These two delegates feel that stricter marriage laws might reduce the number of divorces.

Discussions against women in professional schools in South Carolina will be the target of the bill co-authored by Beverley Cooper and Pati Kennedy. Their bill will require the USC law school and the Medical University of South Carolina to have a certain percentage of women in their freshman classes by 1973. Carroll and Kennedy hope to involve the state's commission on the Status of Women if a school didn't meet the required percentage, this commission would investigate it. Beverley Cooper will preside over the Senate as President Pro Tempore and Vesia Burke will function as Chief Justice of the Supreme Court.

Deal with a woman's body like a woman, protectively lovingly tenderly sensitively femininely honestly to curb vaginal odor use Bidette Mist daily...

and when a spray is not enough, cleanse it away with Bidette Towlettes.